
Signature™ Collection
Heralding a
New Era



A Reflection  
of Sense.  
An Expression  
of Style.
Born from a medley of geometrical shapes, pillowed surfaces and 

defined edges, the Signature™ Collection is a modern showcase of the 

brand’s three design signature elements: Frame, Pillow and Line.

A culmination of Frame and Pillow forms Superellipse, a geometric 

element that extends throughout the entire collection from basins, 

fitttings, toilets to vanities.

The Signature™ Collection with its sleek and stylish basin faucets  

have been hand-polished to achieve a sophisticated look and the 

inviting pillow curves. An unprecedented level of detailing in every 

fitting. Look no further for the best of design and style -  

Signature™ Collection is here for good.

FRAME PILLOW SUPERELLIPSE



Pure Simplicity of Form. 
The iconic geometrical shape translates elegantly into the  
soft curves of the Signature™ Collection. This design is as much as 
a breakthrough as an engineering marvel when we materialize  
the curves into our collection with precision and durability.

Soft Minimalism.
Experience the true engineering superiority of Signature™ Collection. 
With smooth curved joints and seamless finishing, there is 
no compromise on design and functionality. 



Humanizing Technology.
Evolving from this design fundamental, user-centric technologies and 
features are incorporated into the collection for the ultimate comfort 
experience. With Comfort Angle and ComfortMove, you can expect 
smooth and precise handle movement. Each piece is meticulously 
hand-polished to perfection to complete the look.

Form and Function.
Signature™ Toilet embodies the essence of functionality and simplicity of form.  
Soft-touch push button and CrystaSleek toilet seat and cover for that sleek look.  
And HygieneClean System to keep your toilet safe, clean and stain-free with  
SiphonMax flushing, ComfortClean and Aqua Ceramic. 





Toilet Basin

LEGEND

 

One Piece Toilet 
L730 x W382 x H650mm

CCAS1880-111A410F0 (Toilet)
CCASC119-U20U420C0 (Seat Cover)

CL26225-6DACTCB CCAS2140-0220400F0CCAS2141-0420400F0 (S-Trap)
CCAS2141-0420401F0 (P-Trap)

SIPHONMAX
A dynamic vacuum mechanism with side water jets for a powerful 
swirl, and a lower jet to remove heavy and light waste completely.

COMFORTCLEAN
Effectively kills E. coli bacteria according to tests done with IMSL.

DOUBLE VORTEX
Maximum flushing performance, minimum water usage.

CRYSTASLEEK
Sleek, slim and durable seat and cover for  
a timeless style.

SKIRTED DESIGN
Premium design allows for quick and 
easy exterior cleaning.

POWER RIM
Combined with our advanced flushing technology, this rim design  
eliminates hard-to-reach surfaces for an effective removal of dirt and stains.

AQUA CERAMIC
Super hydrophilic technology prevents dirt and dark ring 
stains from sticking to ceramic surface.

HYGIENE RIM
Truly rimless, cleaned in just one swipe.

Close Couple Back To Wall Toilet 
L684 x W406 x H780mm

Back To Wall Toilet 
L560 x W382 x H400mm

Wall Hung Toilet 
L550 x W382 x H290mm

Vessel With Deck (Single hole)  
L430 x W550 x H125mm

CCAS0618-1010410F0

Counter Top Basin 
L430 x W550 x H50mm

CCAS0420-1010410F0

LEGEND THINEDGE TECHNOLOGY
Made with our latest technology for a sleek silhouette.

Counter Top Basin (8 inch hole) 
L430 x W550 x H50mm

CCAS0420-1080410F0

Semi-Counter Basin (8 inch hole) 
L430 x W550 x H125mm

CCAS0320-1010410F0

Semi-Counter Basin 
L430 x W550 x H125mm

CCAS0320-1080410F0

Vessel With Deck (8 inch hole) 
L430 x W550 x H125mm

CCAS0618-1080410F0

Vessel  
L400 x W550 x H100mm

CCAS0628-0000410F0

Compatible with Concealed Cisterns:

Compatible with Concealed Flush Valve:

Concept Pillow

Concept Arc Dual

Concept Oblong
Best Design Match

The product images shown are for illustration purposes only and is not an exact representation of the final product, which may be subject to further changes. The product images shown are for illustration purposes only and is not an exact representation of the final product, which may be subject to further changes.



Basin Faucet

Extended Basin Mixer with 
Pop-Up Drain

FFAS1702-1015L0BC0

Wall Mount Basin Mixer  
with Pop-Up Drain

FFAS1704-1015L0BC0

Extended Basin Mono

FFAS1707-1015L0BT0

Basin Mixer  
with Pop-Up Drain

FFAS1701-1015L0BC0

3-Hole Basin Mixer  
with Pop-Up Drain

FFAS1703-1015L0BC0

Basin Mono

FFAS1706-1015L0BT0

Bath & Shower

Exposed Bath & Shower Mixer  
with Rainshower Kit

FFAS1772-701500BC0

Exposed Shower Mono

FFAS1726-701500BT0

Concealed Bath & Shower Mixer

FFAS1721-609500BC0

Exposed Shower Mixer

FFAS1712-709500BC0

Concealed Shower Mixer

FFAS1722-709500BC0

Exposed Bath & Shower Mixer

FFAS1711-609500BC0

LEGEND LEGENDLOW LEAD DURASHINE

COMFORT ANGLE

Minimal lead content provides better health protection without 
compensating on aesthetics.

A long-lasting coat of chrome finishing gives off shine that 
exudes design excellence.

With flexibility to adjust angle of the water flow, have a 
hassle-free, splash-proof experience.

COMFORTMOVE
Made to improve comfort of use through  
optimal precision of water control.

AIRNERGIZE

EASYCLEAN

Air-infused water provides a luxurious, massage-like shower 
experience while using less water.

Effortless mantainence as limescale,  
mold or dirt are all removable with ease.

COMFORTMOVE
Made to improve comfort of use through  
optimal precision of water control.

DURASHINE
A long-lasting coat of chrome finishing gives off shine that 
exudes design excellence.

EASYGLIDE
Strong holding power places no restraint on the hand 
shower position. Adjust it how you like it, singlehandedly.

 

EASYCLICK
Switching spray modes that caters to every individual’s 
preference is now done with a click of a button.

The product images shown are for illustration purposes only and is not an exact representation of the final product, which may be subject to further changes. The product images shown are for illustration purposes only and is not an exact representation of the final product, which may be subject to further changes.
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